
Two Teams Go To Calderdale 
 

After 2014’s successful debut at the Calderdaleway Relay, Meltham AC decided to return in 2015 with two teams and      

ambitions to get the baton round as far as they could.  Christened teams Green and Purple there was a good mix of       

experienced runners from last year and debutants; recce’s had been run, and on a cold and cloudy Sunday morning in May, 

runners started to gather in a Halifax car park… 

A Month Of Meltham AC Racing                 Calderdale Way Relay Special 

Leg 1 10.55 miles 

West Vale to Crag Vale 
To start the challenge Paul Elliott and Lisa Wilyman took 

the Purple colours, whilst Ray and Fiona McArthur ran for 

the Greens and showed their experience as they settled 

into their rhythm as the mass start crashed through the 

opening stages.  Paul and Lisa were slightly less in sync as 

they managed to get separated in the starting gallop, but 

thanks to the distinctive Meltham AC colours were soon 

back together and swapping leads to help push each other 

along as hard as they could through the cold morning   

conditions.  With Lisa being more at home on the roads 

than the fells she dug in well over Norland Moor and 

swapped the baton between herself and Paul to help fully           

concentrate on footing (and reports that seconds were lost 

when the baton exchange resembled a British Olympic   

Relay team and ended up being dropped are not         

commented on…).   

With a tight deadline Ray and Fiona maintained a steady 

pace when it was clear that they would not make it back 

before the mass start, whereas Paul and Lisa pushed even 

harder as they knew the finish line was in sight – and then 

– 1 hour 39 mins and 26 seconds after starting, the first    

successful Meltham AC handover took place as David and 

Susi Sadler burst out from the gathered runners, ahead of 

the mass start.  Just under half an hour later Ray and Fiona 

completed the tough first leg, having missed the mass 

start, but excited and happy about what was being 

achieved today, showing the true Meltham AC spirit. 



  Leg 2  8.46 Miles Crag Vale to Todmorden 
In all the throng of people gathered outside the Hinchliffe Arms it was easy to miss Paul and Lisa as they burst through 

the pack on the downhill finish.  David and Susi Sadler were ready to go however and with the baton exchange completed 

they were off, climbing the relentless start up to Stoodley Pike on a leg that dispels its 8.5 mile length with plenty of    

variety of terrain and incline.  Sarah Brewer and Adele Tayles kept their jackets on until the last minute however, as the 

temperature in the dip of the start line refused to climb.  With the call for the mass start however they were soon in    

position and running, chasing down their teammates ahead.   

With their various commitments Sarah and Adele had never had a chance to run together before the relay, although    

Sarah had recce’d the route and would lead the navigation if needed, so it came down to whether the organisers knew 

what they were doing when they were paired together.  Thankfully it was a winning combination as they took up a   

storming pace and completed the leg within 5 minutes of the more experienced Team Sadler, who also pushed all they 

could to try and get through the incredibly tight handover time.  

 Unfortunately on this occasion it was a few minutes beyond them and the mass start went before they had finished the 

final descent, but it was close and next year I’m sure we’ll do it. 

 

Leg 3  4.8 miles Todmorden to Blackshaw Head 

More untested pairings for the short but devastating uphill Leg 3: Billy Legg and Richard Tayles being probably the most  

exciting pairing of the weekend running for the Purple team and Rebecca Johnstone and John Gray running for Green.    

Rebecca and Billy had previously run a (vaguely) successful recce, but both teams were secretly relieved to be starting in the 

mass start and having others around them so they could concentrate on running and not navigating.  

 Billy and Richard produced the performance on the road that looked so exciting on paper and flew up the course in a time 

just outside the top third of all teams.  Rebecca and John dug deep and worked as a team, pushing each other all the way to 

the finish and even having just enough left for a sprint to the line. 



Leg 4   9.36 Miles 

Blackshaw Head to 

Wainstalls Road 
Probably the most technical leg, the ‘Darksiders’ were out 

in force with the added spice of Tina and Mark Crowe 

racing against each other.  Tina won that particular    

battle, with her running partner Sam Bolton, despite   

getting lost, nettle stings and a bit of a collapse at the 

end…Here is the tale of the Leg in the words of Mark: 

In the time honoured tradition of getting into things without much forethought, I found that I’d been signed up for the 

Calderdale Way Relay by Tina just a month or so after having one or two trial runs with Meltham AC. My real reason 

for getting involved with the club was to be part of the Billy Bland Challenge in the summer, giving me ample time I 

figured to get from not being able to run for a train to hurtling over high fells. May came too soon, though and with a 

few dodgy parkruns and a couple of Trunces behind me I was being propelled to the start of leg 4 of the Calderdale 

Way Relay. Fortunately I was paired with Andy Lang whose main concern in the pre-race build up was that we “get 

round, relax and enjoy it. No pressure.” Ah the pressure of no pressure then, a subtle psychological ploy? No, just 

Andy being a genuinely nice guy. He got a little surprised on the mass start line when he asked “when did you last run 

ten miles?” I could have lied but just replied “Andy, I’ve never run ten miles”. He turned and muttered “They never 

told me that!” Rich Tayles, just in from a stormer of a run on leg three without breaking sweat, was asking me how 

nervous I was. And telling me how it’s good to be a bit nervous, it gives you an extra edge. Over the years I’ve trained 

myself not to be nervous. When I’m nervous my physical co-ordination goes to bits. I do relaxed, understated,       

apparent indifference. But I had to admit some excitement as the pairs gathered around and suddenly we were off. 

Andy and I were in the first two or three pairs through the series of gates and stiles and I built up speed on the      

descent enjoying it too much to be aware I was going off a bit sharpish both for me and for Andy. What followed was 

pretty much perfect for me - narrow trails mostly downhill, woods, rocks and typically, for me, an unexpected detour 

(note: it’s worth both of you doing at least one recce each). A cheeky climb into Heptonstall and another descent into 

Midgeholes and Hardcastle Crags. And then … the realisation on the climb up to Peckett Well I had gone off too   

sharpish, however none of the other pairs around us were gunning up this hill either and a bit of tactical jogging on 

the easy bits and marching on the harder ones kept our relative position safe. 

Andy took charge as we got onto the moorland edges and led off at a steady pace which got my legs working again 

and we made good time and did a bit of overtaking as well. Big thanks to a lady with a box of jelly babies on the moor 

which reminded to get some more sweets and a gel in on the easier bits. The views and the cooling wind at our backs 

really perked things up, this was the thing it’s all about: moving through nature, in a rhythm with it, a part of it and 

somehow beyond it - like being (appropriately) in a poem by Ted Hughes. But then the mundane struck. Andy looked 

back,  

Me - my knee is giving me gyp  

Andy - twisted it? 

Me - no, wear and tear. (panting) 49 is too old to take up this fell running lark. Should have done it earlier. I've missed 

30 years of fun. 

Andy - fun? (cruises up hill) 



Then we could see the finish across the valley a steep     

descent where we were cheerfully greeted by Calder Valley 

Mountain Rescue as well as nearly being caught by the pair 

behind, and then a beast of hill where we managed to repeat 

our previous tactic and lost them. A final run up the last 3 or 

4 hundred metres cheered on by Tina, Sam, Gilly and   

Dodger. We’d done it under two hours, I hadn’t blown up 

completely and I hadn’t shown Andy up or let him down. No 

pressure! We declared ourselves satisfied, partook of his 

sausage rolls, picked up the car from the start and headed to 

the finish to meet up with the team. 

To be honest, I’m not a great joiner of clubs - like Graucho 

I’d never join a club that would have me as a member, but 

Meltham AC is different. It’s genuinely friendly, welcoming 

and supportive of people who just want to run and         

everybody’s differences get pretty much equal weight and 

that’s a rare and special thing. So, apart from Jeff for      

organising the relay teams so well, Tina for getting me into 

this fell running lark (which she’ll probably regret) and Andy 

for towing round an unpromising novice, I need to thank 

everyone at the club for the training runs, the advice, the 

camaraderie and just being an inspiration whether it’s belting 

out sub-20 Parkruns or doing 27 hour ultras.  

 

On Sunday I was I glad to have got round. On Monday I  

realised how much I enjoyed it. 

Leg 5  7.55 miles  

Wainstalls to Shelf 
More cold wind on the exposed start of Leg 5 as Jeff Miller, 

Robin Stewart, Gilly Markham and Rachel Tomlinson joined the 

remaining teams for the mass start across Wainstalls in the 

thick mud and bogs.  Jeff and Robin took a great line and 

made it through the tight start mile in good order, although 

layers were stripped off as once they were running as the 

temperature rose considerably once out of the wind.   

The cobbled climb of Crook Lane took on an additional ‘Tough 

Mudder’ attitude as disappointingly the amount of flytipping 

and waste made for an unpleasant assault course, before the 

shin deep mud on the descent to Shibden Brook started to 

take it out of the legs.  Thankfully after the final long climb 

back out, the course is quite runnable all the way to the tiny 

alley that marks the finish line where Gilly and Rachel followed 

just 16 minutes later, having run a great partnership. 



Leg 6  10.5 miles  Shelf to West Vale  

The final challenge of a long day is the varied 10.5 mile chase back to the start, with a combination of fields, roads, steep 

climbs and breakneck descents.  Another family team, this time Giles and Steph Bailey were bringing home the purple 

team, with Simon Edwards and Mick Lancaster taking responsibility of the green.  Having not run together before Simon 

and Mick took the incentive and pushed straight out of the blocks, with Simon controlling the road sections and Mick    

leading the offroad, whilst behind Giles and Steph ran well together, with Giles ‘encouraging’ Steph to give all she had on 

the climbs as they wound their way through the bluebells and woods. For the first time on the day the green team made it 

back ahead of the purple, but the club as a whole was out in force at the finish line as a mass of runners and supporters 

cheered both pairs home. 

Meltham AC Purple Paul Elliott David Sadler Billy Legg Tina Crowe Robin Stewart Stephanie Bailey 

  Lisa Wilyman Susi Sadler Richard Tayles Sam Bolton Jeff Miller Giles Bailey 

Leg Time                  
(Team Position) 

01:39:26 (54) 01:29:20 (64) 00:46:07 (31) 01:44:11 (73) 01:13:12 (47) 01:42:20 (65) 

Race Time                
(Team Position) 

01:39:26 (54) 03:08:46 (58) 03:54:53 (53) 05:39:04 (61) 06:52:16 (60) 08:34:36 (58) 

Meltham AC Green Ray McArthur Sarah Brewer John Gray Mark Crowe Rachel Tomlinson Simon Edwards 

  Fiona McArthur Adele Tayles 
Rebecca         
Johnstone 

Andrew Lang Gilly Markham Michael Lancaster 

Leg Time                 
(Team Position) 

02:07:40 (85) 01:34:09 (72) 01:03:32(82) 01:55:41 (77) 01:29:45 (78) 01:36:15 (56) 

Race Time               
(Team Position) 

02:07:40 (85) 03:41:49 (81) 04:45:21 (83) 06:41:02 (81) 08:10:47 (81) 09:47:02 (79) 

Like The Sound Of Relay  Racing? 

Meltham AC are becoming more active in Relay Races and welcome all members.  In keeping with the ethos 

of the club, we run for the enjoyment of the day, so don’t worry that you’re not good enough—you are!  Our 

next planned relay will be the Cross Keys Relay, a mix of Road and Fell Relay racing on the 12th September 

and would love to see you there. 


